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NATIONAL ECONOMY - SIGNS OF IMPROVEMENT
•
•
•
•

National economic growth has increased due to an improvement in non-mining sectors of the
economy and a rise in employment.
This improvement has been supported by lower interest rates and a lower Australian dollar (A$).
The A$ has fallen 20 per cent over the past year (2 per cent fall since March), making our exports
more price-competitive and assisting in the economy’s re-balancing.
Economic headwinds remain for the Region and nation with the weakening Chinese economy (and
collapsing stock market) and Greek debt crisis via its potential impact on international financial markets.
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HUNTER ECONOMY - HAVE THE ECONOMIC STORMS ENDED?
•
•
•
•

Low interest rates and a lower A$ have also supported a reduction in the Hunter’s unemployment rate.
Low interest rates have led to a rise in the number of people employed in the Hunter’s construction
sector and associated industries.
Household confidence continues to increase, due to the positive impacts of lower unemployment, a
relatively more household-friendly Federal Budget and lower cost of living pressures.
To be competitive, businesses have to ‘think global’. Investment in information and communication
technologies (ICT) is one way to enable this mindset.
NOTE: Change in ABS definition of the Hunter Region and new time series now excludes Gloucester and Great Lakes LGAs.
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HUNTER REGION Economic Indicators

EMPLOYMENT (3-MONTH MOVING AVERAGE)

EMPLOYMENT
improving

The number of people employed in the Hunter has risen 1 per
cent (around 4,000 people) since March, after steadily declining
throughout most of 2014 and the first three months of 2015.
Currently around 289,500 people are employed throughout the
Hunter, 22,300 fewer than the peak in September 2013.
By contrast, the number of people employed across NSW rose
throughout 2014 and 2015. Since September 2013, NSW-wide
employment has risen 2.7 per cent (98,600 people). There are
currently around 3.7 million people employed across the state.
This modest improvement in Hunter employment has been driven
by employment in building-related industries, as lower interest rates
have boosted dwelling investment. A lower Australian dollar (A$)
has improved the price competitiveness of trade-exposed industries
and is likely to have boosted their employment numbers.
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UNEMPLOYMENT RATES

UNEMPLOYMENT

falling especially for our youth
Rising employment has led to an improvement in the Hunter’s
unemployment rate, from a 15-year high of 10.3 per cent in March
2015 to 9.1 per cent at the end of May.
The decline has been even greater amongst the Hunter’s young
people (15-24 year olds), falling from one-in-five people unemployed
to under one-in-six, which may partly reflect some young people
giving up the search for work.
The unemployment rate has declined across NSW, from a high of
6.7 per cent last January, to 5.6 per cent at end-May.
If sustained, rising employment and falling unemployment indicates
that the Hunter is increasingly rebalancing its economy from mining
to non-mining industries. This rebalancing needs to continue if the
Region is to get back to the 6-6.5 per cent unemployment rates it
achieved during the pre-mining boom period of the mid-2000s.

HOUSE PRICES

the Hunter’s two-speed market

An improving labour market, coupled with record low interest rates,
has seen an increase in house prices across the Region over the past
few months. However, price growth has been much higher in the
Newcastle and Lake Macquarie areas, than in the rest of the Hunter
(‘Hunter Balance’).
Since June 2011, Newcastle and Lake Macquarie house prices have
risen 30 and 25 per cent, respectively; over this period, prices across
the Hunter Balance rose 10 per cent, barely above the inflation rate.
This ‘two-speed’ housing market reflects the differences between
the economies and labour market outcomes of Newcastle/Lake
Macquarie and the rest of the Hunter. The mining downturn led to a
larger increase in unemployment in the Hunter Balance area than in
either Newcastle or Lake Macquarie. Over the past few years, rising
unemployment offset some of the boost to house prices from lower
interest rates.
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GOOD TIME TO BUY PROPERTY IN NEXT 3 MONTHS?
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NUMBER OF DWELLING APPROVALS (Per annum)
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BUSINESSES ADVERTISING PRODUCTS ON THEIR
WEBSITE
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PROPERTY MARKET
Interest rates and unemployment have similar influences on
the property market; a reduction in either generally leads to
an increase in buying intentions. Buying intentions for Hunter
property have risen over the past few months, after falling
throughout 2013 and 2014 due to rising unemployment, which
more than offset the boost provided by lower mortgage rates.
Losing a job limits one’s ability to afford higher prices and
principal repayments – even if interest rates continue to fall. This
was essentially the Hunter’s experience – especially in the ‘Hunter
Balance’ area – during 2013 and 2014.
Buying intentions have risen since March, as an improving labour
market and further falls in mortgage rates have boosted buyer
confidence and house price growth (see previous chart).

RESIDENTIAL
INVESTMENT

Sydney vs the Hunter
With house prices continuing to increase, the Hunter’s dwelling
approvals – a leading indicator of residential investment – have
started to rise, after steadily falling since early 2014. Over the year
to May 2015, 3,370 Hunter dwellings were approved to be built, a
5 per cent increase (180 dwellings) over the year to April 2015.
In contrast, approvals across NSW continue to set new records,
reaching almost 56,900 dwellings in the year to May 2015, 10 per
cent higher than the prior corresponding period. This increase has
been almost entirely Sydney-based.
The divergence between Sydney and the Hunter reflects the
composition of dwellings being approved. Virtually all of the
increase in dwelling approvals has occurred in higher-density
housing, which comprises a much larger share of the stock of
dwelling approvals in Sydney than in the Hunter.

BUSINESSES’ ICT USAGE

growing

In today’s globally-connected, online economy, Hunter businesses
that lack a website or online presence are setting themselves up
to fail. One indicator of increasing ICT usage is the proportion of
businesses that advertise their product through their own website.
This proportion has risen from around two-in-five businesses in
2009 to two-in-three in 2015, as more businesses launched a
dedicated website.
However, having a website is not a guarantee of success – what
also matters is the ease with which consumers can access that
website. As more people use multiple devices to access the
internet, businesses need ‘responsive’ websites that are optimised
to recognise any device.
This also impacts the ranking of a company’s page on search
engines and therefore impacts consumers’ awareness of Hunter
businesses. Yet HRF’s ICT survey revealed that only 59 per cent
of business websites are responsive.
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HUNTER RESIDENTS’ USE OF THE INTERNET

HUNTER RESIDENTS
the internet of things

The most notable development in Hunter consumers’ internet
usage has been accessing social media; in 2009, around two-infive residents used online social media. Over the past six years,
this share has risen to seven-in-ten.
This change highlights the need for Hunter businesses to provide
a broad and integrated online presence, to supplement a website
with a presence on social media platforms.
The cost of ICT, as well as a lack of knowledge and lack of ICTtrained staff, are some of the main reasons cited by Hunter
businesses for not investing in ICT. However, businesses do not
need to ‘go it alone’ – third-party providers exist who can help
lift a business’s ICT systems towards best practice. ICT adoption
should be considered an investment, not an expense –not
investing in adequate ICT is setting a business up for failure.

100

Increased employment intentions among Hunter businesses are
another sign of an improving regional economy. After steadily
declining over the past 15 months, there was a notable increase in
the number of businesses that expect to hire more workers over
the next 12 months.
The need to increase capacity reflects the improvement (fall)
in the number of businesses citing lack of sales as their major
impediment in the past quarter.
An increase in employment intentions suggests that the recent
decline in the Hunter’s unemployment rate may continue, at least
for the short-term. However, there are economic headwinds facing
the Region, such as a property market-driven slowdown in China’s
economy which could further impact our mining sector and
downstream sectors that service mining.

REGIONAL OUTLOOK

households more optimistic, businesses
less pessimistic
HRF’s quarterly survey of Hunter households reveals that those
who expect their financial circumstances to improve increasingly
outnumber those who expect a deterioration. In contrast, more
businesses still expect their performance to deteriorate than to
improve, over the next year.
However, business confidence has lifted in recent months as
improving household sentiment has translated into greater
spending and business performance. A lower A$ has also helped
confidence as it has made businesses more globally price
competitive.
Economic confidence amongst Hunter households is at highs
last observed in mid-2009 (after the lows of the Global Financial
Crisis). Confidence boosters include an improving labour market,
lower cost of living pressures, and, for indebted households, lower
interest rates. A better than expected Federal budget in May is
also helping to lift confidence.
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PERFORMANCE BARRIERS AND
EMPLOYMENT INTENTIONS

BUSINESS PERFORMANCE
improving
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12-MONTH ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL OUTLOOK
(<0 = worsening and >0 = improving)
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